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Chapter 1986

Some even sell their bodies for money.

But Sara is an exception.

Money really has no practical meaning to her.

What’s more, after she reunited with Charlie, she had already made plans to quit the
entertainment circle.

She wanted to quit the entertainment circle first, and then after Charlie had dealt with
his current marital problems, she would marry him, and then concentrate on helping her
husband and raising children at home.

Even, she had already thought that when the concert tour reached the final stage, she
will announce her withdrawal at the concert site and stay away from all music, film and
television and TV programs.

Therefore, the kind of cooperation mentioned by Zhiyu is even more uninterested in her.

So she bluntly said: “I’m sorry, Zhiyu, I have no plans to find a title sponsor for this
concert tour, and the relevant materials for the concert promotion have already been
made, and some online platforms have already started its promotion. At this time, it’s
too late to sign the agreement, and it’s too late to modify the promotional materials that
have already been prepared.”

Zhiyu hurriedly said: “Why? Sister Sara, as long as you can nod your head, we will have
no problem even getting on the bus halfway.”



With that, she quickly winked at Zhifei.

Zhifei on the side hurriedly said: “The thing is Miss Sara, I want to combine this
sponsorship with your concert, and then do a large-scale public welfare promotion. As
long as you nod, I can help each The concert will provide a sponsorship fee of 10
million. By that time, all the million will be donated to charity in the name of Miss Sara.
The purpose of this money will be dedicated to improving the living environment and
quality of education for orphans. , What do you think?”

When Sara heard this, she suddenly hesitated.

Originally, she had made up her mind to refuse directly, but she did not expect that
Zhifei would actually cooperate with her in a charitable way.

Moreover, it is a charity action specifically aimed at orphans.

At this moment, it touched the softest part of her heart.

At first, after reuniting with Charlie and learning that Charlie had lived in the orphanage
for ten years, Sara always felt distressed for Charlie’s hard childhood and teenage
years.

If a person has grown up and entered society, it is not a big deal to endure some
hardship. After all, that kind of life is also a kind of discipline.

However, if childhood suffers too much, it is probably an experience that is difficult for
anyone to let go of.

After all, childhood is a period of innocence and sunshine, and it is too important for
anyone.

If you have a good childhood, even when you think about it in your 70s or 80s, it can still
make people feel happy.

If you have a bad childhood, you will be shrouded in a powerful shadow for the rest of
your life.



Because she loves Charlie, Sara also loves other orphans who have similar
experiences with Charlie.

At this moment, she was somewhat ashamed in her heart, and she couldn’t help but
think to herself: “I’m so stupid! Actually, I should have thought of doing something for
other orphans, why should I wait for others to remind…”

Thinking of this, she said, “Let’s do this, Mr. Su, since it’s charity, using your money in
my name, I really don’t dare to take it, it’s better for me and your cosmetics company to
do this together. Well, for every concert, your cosmetics company donated 10 million,
and I personally donated 10 million!”

Chapter 1987

Hearing Sara’s promise, Zhifei was immediately overjoyed.

Immediately, he looked at his sister Zhiyu, his face was full of admiration.

At this moment, Zhifei really admires the five bodies that his sister Zhiyu admires.

He knew that although his sister was a few years younger than him, her brain was much
easier to use than his!

In the name of charity, to persuade Sara to accept the naming cooperation is also a
solution that Zhiyu figured out a long time ago.

Zhiyu has analyzed Sara, she is not short of money, second love, and third suitors. It is
not easy for ordinary men to impress her.

Don’t talk about pursuing her, even if you want to cooperate with her, it is difficult to
reach the sky.

Therefore, Zhiyu felt that if he wanted to impress Sara, he has to find another way.

She thought that Sara once had a fiancé arranged by her parents and that the fiancé’s
life and death are uncertain. She felt that he could impress Sara by doing charity for
orphans.



After all, a child who has been missing for many years has two possibilities. Either he
has not been alive long ago, or he has been growing up as an orphan.

Therefore, she felt that Sara would definitely not refuse as long as her Brother arranged
the charity for orphans.

As predicted!

Sara was in his arms completely!

So, Zhifei was very excited and said: “Miss Sara, in this case, let’s wait for the contract
to be signed in the next year, and then I will arrange for payment directly.”

Sara nodded and said, “Since each donation is 10 million, then you don’t need to pay
my agency. Before each concert starts, we will each donate 10 million to local charities.
That’s all right, don’t know what Mr. Su wants?”

Of course, Zhifei didn’t have the slightest opinion, and said without hesitation: “No
problem! Absolutely no problem! Just follow the way Miss Sara said!”

Sara is actually a little selfish.

Her first concert tour a year later is in Aurous Hill, and Aurous Hill is where Charlie has
lived for so many years, so deep in her heart, she hopes to donate a sum of money to
Aurous Hill’s charity first.

At that time, the money can even be used to improve and expand the welfare home
where Charlie grew up.

After all, there are more than one billion people in the country. If you donate the money
directly to the Charity Federation, you may not be able to give it to Aurous Hill.

Instead of this, it is better to donate 20 million directly.

Zhifei didn’t know Sara’s plan. He had been paying close attention to Sara, so he knew
that Sara’s first concert after the year was selected in Aurous Hill.



However, because of his sister’s previous reminder, he pretended to be curious and
asked: “By the way, Miss Sara, don’t know where your first concert this year is?”

Sara immediately said: “The first concert is in Aurous Hill, on the second day of the
second month of the lunar calendar.”

Zhifei nodded and said with a smile: “Aurous Hill is not far away, and we can fly there in
two hours. Since we have also reached a cooperation, then I will go to Aurous Hill to
cheer for Miss Sara, by the way, I will personally promise to donate to the Aurous Hill
Charity Foundation!”

Chapter 1988

Sara smiled slightly: “Then I will thank Mr. Su on behalf of the Aurous Hill orphanage.”

Zhifei hurriedly waved his hand: “Where and where, this should be done. What’s more, I
donate the money, which is actually used to make a donation to the Buddha. The
money was originally intended to be used as a sponsorship fee. Thank goes to Miss
Sara, not me.”

Sara smiled for some reason and then said, “Mr. Su, since the cooperation has been
decided, let’s wait for the actual progress in a few years. I still have something to do
now. I have to lose my company first.”

As soon as Zhiyu heard this, she quickly stood up and said with a smile: “Sister Sara,
you are busy in advance, we won’t bother!”

Sara nodded lightly and said, “Then I’ll let the two of you out.”

After finishing speaking, she called the servants at home and said: “Auntie, please help
me send the guests.”

A middle-aged maid walked over immediately and said respectfully: “Two guests,
please.”

Zhifei felt a little bit reluctant, but he stood up and said to Sara, Philip, and Lenan: “Miss
Sara, Uncle, Auntie, we will leave now.”



Philip nodded, and said nonchalantly, “Go slow.”

Lenan smiled and said politely: “Then we won’t give away two people, and the road will
be slow.”

Zhiyu hurriedly said, “Auntie, visit us at home when you have time.”

Lenan politely said: “Well, if you have time, come to the mansion to visit.”

With a few simple greetings, the family servant sent the Su family’s siblings out.

After the two left, Philip couldn’t help frowning, and muttered: “I always feel that the two
young people of the Su family are strange.”

Lenan nodded and said, “I have this feeling too, it seems a little unnatural.”

After all, Lenan said again: “It might have something to do with what they encountered
in Japan some time ago? After all, the incident was quite a big deal. It is said that if the
mysterious person did not save them, the two of them might have had trouble, even
died in Japan.”

Philip nodded and said with emotion: “Hey, I heard that Zynn also went to Japan at that
time. Why didn’t he die in Japan?”

Lenan seriously asked: “You, don’t talk nonsense, Zynn is also the quasi-patriarch of the
Su family now. We really can’t afford him. If you talk nonsense like this, don’t you cause
trouble for yourself when you spread it out?”

Philip gritted his teeth and said: “That old b@stard Zynn, this grandson is the most dmn
thing! Back then, how many times did the older brother Changying have the chance to
kill him directly, and in the end, he was relieved to let him go. Later, that villain’s cheeks
and avengers! It’s so fcking disgusting!”

Lenan patted him on the back and comforted him: “If you are done, don’t worry about
these things anymore. Even if you are recovering from a serious illness now, our family
is not the opponent of the Su family. Zynn’s hatred, etc. After Charlie returns to Eastcliff
in the future, you two will join hands to report!”



Philip nodded repeatedly and said seriously: “You’re right! One day Charlie returned to
Eastcliff, and marries our daughter, and inherited the entire Wade family. At that time, I
see what else the Su family can do!”

Sara on the side was more or less embarrassed and whispered: “Oh, Dad…you haven’t
said anything about the marriage between Charlie and me, don’t forget that he is
married now… …”

Philip waved his hand and said firmly, “Sara, don’t worry, Charlie will marry you within
three years!”

Sara was a little shy and asked in surprise, “Dad…you…how are you so sure?”

Philip looked at Sara and said very solemnly: “Charlie’s personality and his style of
behavior are too much like your Uncle Wade. Based on this alone, I dare to conclude
that Charlie will follow his parents’ arrangements before death, we will marry you!”

Chapter 1989

Zhifei and Zhiyu were on the way back, Zhifei drove, and Zhiyu sat in the passenger.

It can be seen that Zhifei is in a very good mood, and is happy from ear to ear.

Seeing this, Zhiyu smiled helplessly, and said, “Brother, I’ve done this for you. You must
help me looking for a benefactor!”

Zhifei blurted out without hesitation: “Zhiyu, don’t hesitate to put a ten thousand heart,
the brother must go all out, even if you blind my eyes, I will help you find your
benefactor!”

Zhiyu nodded with satisfaction: “You have a conscience!”

At this time, Zhifei couldn’t help sighing again: “Hey…there are too many video
materials. Only the two of us have seen Benevolence. I can’t ask others for help. I really
don’t know that more information, let’s see when we go.”

Zhiyu said: “I have already figured out a general operation method, which should save
us a lot of effort.”



Zhifei hurriedly asked: “What method of operation? Tell me quickly.”

Zhiyu explained: “Although only the two of us have seen the face of Grace, others
cannot directly help us find someone from the video material, but they can at least help
us do a simple screening!”

“First of all, I can ask the Su staff to help me pass all the female passengers in the
airport video, regardless of men, women, young or old, and then pass all men, including
all whites, blacks, and browns. The remaining male passengers with yellow skin will be
screened out for the male passengers who appear to be underage, the middle-aged
male passengers who seem to be over 30 years old, and the older middle-aged and
elderly passengers! Adult young travelers who are about 18 to 28 years old.”

“Then I ask them to crop all the frontal photos of eligible young male travelers in the
video!”

“In this case, we don’t have to keep watching the video material forever, and hundreds
of people can help us watch it!”

“Let them help us screen out eligible travelers and take a screenshot of his front. We
only need to look for Grace in all the clear photos from the screenshots!”

When Zhifei heard this, he said excitedly: “Yes, you know! Your brains turn really fast.
According to you, we don’t have to watch the video. We just have to wait for others to
watch the video. Cut out the picture, and then look for someone who looks like the
benefactor from the picture!”

“Yes!” Zhiyu nodded and said: “If we find that the young traveler on a screenshot looks
like a good friend, then we will find the person who intercepted the picture and ask him
to intercept it. The video will be picked directly.”

“In this case, we can combine the video to make a clearer judgment whether this person
is a good-natured man!”

“If it is, then we can follow the video at the time to find out the entire trajectory at the
airport, and we can naturally judge which flight he took and where he left Japan to the
country. A city, and then we can go directly to that city to find him!”



Zhifei gave Zhiyu a thumbs up, and said sincerely: “Awesome! I believe that with this
method, you should be able to find out the traces of Grace in a few days!”

……

At this moment, Charlie, who was far away in Aurous Hill, didn’t know that Zhiyu was
one step closer to finding him.

After he and his father-in-law gathered the gifts they received, according to the original
plan, they drove to the largest supermarket nearby to purchase the goods for the New
Year.

Because the New Year is about to come, so many people come out to shop and
purchase, and there are people and cars everywhere.

Charlie had queued for more than half an hour after parking, and finally, he was lined up
to a parking space.

After Jacob and his son-in-law parked the car, they came to the supermarket and found
that there were more people in the supermarket, almost people next to each other, and
the whole supermarket was in an overloaded state.

Chapter 1990

To make matters worse, because the Chinese New Year is about to come, many
employees have already gone home on holiday. The passenger flow in the supermarket
has doubled than usual, but the number of staff is less than usual. Therefore, all kinds
of jobs in the supermarket staff are in a shortage.

There is a shortage of salespersons, cleaners, and cashiers. Even the staff responsible
for weighing are far from enough. You have to wait in line for ten minutes to buy a la
carte.

Seeing so many people inside, Jacob was very frustrated and said, “Hey! I should go
out early to buy so that I can lie at home and watch TV without having to come here to
join in the fun!”



“Yes.” Charlie smiled helplessly, and said, “I wanted to come yesterday, but mom was
hurt.”

Jacob hummed: “Don’t mention that stinky woman, she is making trouble all day long!”

Having said that, Jacob couldn’t help but sigh: “You said she caused so many things all
day long, why didn’t she break the law? If she accidentally touched the high-voltage line
of the law and put her in jail for several years, then How great it would be!”

Charlie couldn’t help being dumb, and smiled: “Dad if Claire hears you, don’t know how
sad she should be.”

Jacob hurriedly said, “Hey, I’m just talking to you, don’t tell Claire!”

Charlie nodded: “I know, don’t worry.”

Jacob sighed and said, “Hey, let’s not talk about her, let’s quickly buy the ingredients for
the New Year’s Eve dinner.”

Charlie said, “Then let’s start with the vegetable section. The first one to enter the
supermarket has to buy vegetables because if you don’t pay attention to this dish, the
rest will be picked by others and what we get will not be fresh.”

As they talked, they came to the vegetable area.

Although the vegetable area is large, the shelves are densely arranged, and the aisles
left in the middle are relatively narrow, which makes it easy to be crowded with more
people.

Charlie and Jacob were pushing the shopping cart into it, and suddenly they heard
someone yelling: “You dead old woman, are you blind? Didn’t you see me mopping the
floor? Don’t you hurry away?”

At this time, they heard a familiar voice again, and an old woman said in a solemn and
aggrieved voice: “Gena…why are you always mopping the floor under my feet? Your
mop has been dragged under my feet a dozen times back and forth!”

It was Mrs. Willson who spoke!



At this time, she is wearing a green vest for supermarket employees, holding a roll of
breakpoint plastic bags for grocery shopping.

And in front of her, stood a woman of five big and three thick, also wearing a green vest.

This woman is Gena!

At this moment, Gena was standing in front of her with a mop and deliberately poke her
feet with the mop.

Mrs. Willson was almost knocked down by her several times, but she could only grab
the edge of the shelf and begged bitterly: “Gena, all the previous mistakes were all my
fault. Please look at my age. , Don’t have grudges with me!”

Gena glared at her and said contemptuously: “Now you know to beg for mercy? Were
you not very arrogant before? Were you not very arrogant when you scolded me?”

Mrs. Willson dare not speak when she yelled.

Gena continued to sneer and said, “I think of you as Mrs. Willson riding in a luxury car
and living in a villa. How moist your life is! I didn’t expect that you old thing are just a
donkey sh!t! It looks like five people. Actually, it’s not as good as a piece of sh!t! You
despised me so much yesterday, don’t you still have to work in the same supermarket
as me?”


